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Purpose
Encourage women to enter the air traffic control profession; assist in professional and personal development; maintain accountability, responsibility, and
professionalism; and promote a better understanding, cooperation and coordination among individuals
toward the continual improvement of aviation safety.

VISION
Professional Women Controllers, Inc. (PWC) vision is
to achieve a balanced workforce that reflects the
demographics of society and creates a safe environment where all air traffic professionals have passion
for their career, can excel, and feel a sense of community at work.
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MISSION
Professional Women Controllers, Inc. (PWC) is a resource that provides support, training, encouragement, and camaraderie for all air traffic professionals. PWC advocates balancing work and family life,
recruiting and retaining excellent employees, developing people, enjoying work, and maintaining a positive
sense of community.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Patti Wilson, President, Professional Women Controllers, Inc.

PWC Greetings!
I hope this spring edition of the
WATCH finds you all well. The

times have been very uncertain
with the government shutdown
and possibly another in our fu-
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in the media was the 800,000

Rights, (ACR-1) Courtney Wilker-

federal employees, they failed to

son, and his team. We have been

discuss the impact on our con-

working together for a while to

tractors who are fee-for-service;

put together the "What is Sexual

they will not get back pay and will Assault?" panel. Although it is a
never be made whole. Some

difficult and possibly uncomforta-

companies had to lay off employ-

ble discussion, it is necessary,

ees, and they are still feeling the

and PWC is not afraid to have the

impact of the shutdown.

hard conversations.

ture. I would like to acknowledge We are very excited about confer- By the way, did you know PWC
ence, we are kicking it off with a Scholarship, Inc. is a
everyone's dedication; we are
public servants, and the fact we

bang. If you have ever heard Bri-

kept the system safe is a credit to an Shul speak, you know what I
mean. He will be bringing some
you all.

I didn't really understand how

501c3 nonprofit, tax deductible
entity!! This is very exciting, next
step is to get on the Combined

of his books for purchase and will Federal Campaign list!
sign them as well.

I would like to welcome two new

ernment re-opened. It was such

We also want to welcome back

sponsors to the PWC family, Starr

a relief to see a full parking lot at

Karlene Petitt, an established au- Wright USA and Kaiser Perma-

my facility. I was also amazed at

thor who will also have her collec- nente, both Bronze members!

the amount of industry support

tion of books available for pur-

stressed I was until after the gov-

shown to controllers from all over chase and signing. She spoke at
our 39th National Training Conthe world. My facility received
food from: Southwest Airlines,

ference.

Fedex, Canadian Air Traffic Con-

I am definitely looking forward to

Look forward to seeing you in on
the Queen Mary soon!

trol Association, Civil Air Australia, our keynote speaker Dr. Janet
American Airlines, and others. I

Lapp. I had the opportunity to

know I am missing some, but the

speak with her about our organi-

show of support was amazing.

zation and can't wait to hear what

I would also like to acknowledge

she will be sharing.

our sponsors. Although the focus A big shout out goes to Civil
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How to Cope with Stress During Uncertainty at Work
By Amy Magstadt, Central Regional Director

Here are a few tips to manage
your life when situations are beyond your control:

Accept the Craziness!

Financial Goals
Write down clear financial goals,
and stick to them. Be prepared

and explain why; this will be helpful for the group.

Try Something New

Understand work will have many

to make adjustments, where nec- When dealing with uncertainty, a
essary, and make sure to include person can feel lost. Try not to

changes during unusual situa-

room in your plan for unexpected

tions, and do not let the chaos
surprise you. If you can fully ac-

expenses. Make sure your plan is life inside, because they feel overrealistic about what you are able whelmed. By trying something

cept the chaos at work, you will

to afford. If you are using credit

new, you can keep yourself moti-

realize you cannot control the

cards, make sure you do not

vated and show you have not giv-

chaos, but you can control how

charge more than you are able to en up in adversity. When you are
pay next month.
open to try something new, you

you deal with the uncertainty.

Focus on the Meaningful
It can be hard to focus on work

Plan finances with Family
Members

when trying to predict what will

Prioritize what is financially im-

happen next. Instead of wasting

portant, and communicate your

time on the rumor mill, find some- goals with your family. The whole

become the person who has no

motivate yourself to think differ-

ently and experience different
things. You will gain momentum
in a positive direction and keep
yourself from dwelling on how lost
you may feel.

thing meaningful to focus on.

family needs to be working to the

Work on your resume, or find a

same goal, when managing fi-

project to shift your focus onto

nances during a financial crisis.

When there is chaos at work,

something you can control. You

Have age appropriate meetings

things eventually work out. Think

will feel good about your accom-

with your family, so everyone un-

about the many times situations

plishment, and it will help you di-

derstands the family is working

seemed out of control and even-

rect your energies into something together during the difficult time
positive.

Things Will Work Out

tually worked out. Your situation

to get through the situation.

at work may change, but it may

Make sure people understand

be better for you in the end. Your

where changes need to be made

Your WorkLife Solutions Program is a good resource!
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work life has a way of working out adults about our exciting career

in ways you may not predict.

field. We had access to some

Talk About Your Feelings with computers we used to let kids
a Professional

play the Smart Skies Air Traffic
Math Game.

Financial advisors are available to
assist you with financial matters
and licensed counselors are available to assist with personal matters. For more information, contact Magellan’s WorkLife solutions Program at toll free 1-800234-1327, 24 hours a day 7 days
a week. You can also visit
www.magellanhealth.com/
member.

Air and Space Holiday
Family Event
By Jenn Lemmon,
PWC Vice President

The day was a great success, and
we hope to be able to team up

The National Air and Space Muse- again with the National Air and
Space Museum again for future
um hosted a holiday family day
event at the downtown location

events. PWC Vice President Jenn

on Saturday December 8,

Lemmon, PWC Eastern Regional

2018. They hosted multiple activ- Director Kelley Kohring, PWC Eduities and speakers throughout the cation and Career Development
event, while examining how air

Program Manager Jamie Feger,

and space technology make holi-

and PWC members Esther Bryant

day travel, communication, shop- and Lisa Bercher were there to
ping, etc. possible and looking at help talk about the amazing opthe winter night sky/

portunities in the aviation indus-

solstice. PWC was there to talk to try.
approximately 500 kids and
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PWC Membership Corner Update
Jenny Rubert, PWC Membership Director
Our membership continues to grow!!
If you did not receive the Watch winter 2018 edition at
your home address, or if you have any changes you
would like updated in the database, please send me an
email at pwcmembershipdirector@gmail.com

Welcome New Members!!!
PWC New Members
Sarina Gumbert
Brandelle Betras
Jacquelyn Sparks
Brooke Oligny
Susan Hawkins
Mylinka Brogdon
Jennifer Pierce
Rachel Couche
Anni Luong
Yolanda Bracy
Shanna Crawford
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Wear Red for Women’s History Month
By Vonetta Lawton, PWC Southern Region Director

For the month of March, I asked Southern Region to join me in wearing red for Women's History Month.
I'm looking for the most red I can get for the month of March. That member will get an item from the PWC
store (a Facebook and an email winner will be chosen). I personally will be wearing red lipstick for the
whole month (and trust me, I rarely wear lipstick). I know some may wonder why I choose red. Well, red is
a color you will definitely see on someone. It doesn't just fade into the background, it makes a statement. Red can also be seen as a sign of passion and power. We want people to know March is Women's
History Month. So, if they don't know, maybe by one of us wearing more red than usual you can get people to ask why you are wearing red. If it wasn't for the women who paved the way before us, we wouldn't
be where we are now. I'm sure those women never thought they would be a part of history; they just
knew they were passionate about something and didn't let anyone stop them from using that passion to
make history. Well, ladies, March is our month, and I'm proud of you whether you made history or not.
RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED RED
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How To Crush Your Goals In 2019 – an emotional
intelligence article
By Dr. Travis Bradberry, President at TalentSmart

For many of us, 2019 will begin

cause our emotions have a nasty

majority of them. It’s no wonder

with a promise—a promise that

habit of hijacking our behavior.

that 90% of top performers are

this is the year we will accomplish Without a strong ability to recogthat which has eluded us. Often,

high in EQ, and people with high

nize and manage our emotions as EQs make $28,000 more annual-

it’s the everyday things that prove they occur, old habits are sure to

ly than their low EQ counterparts.

most difficult—managing your

But how does emotional intelli-

schedule, treating people the way
you ought to, and keeping things
in perspective when chaos is at
hand.
The sad truth is that nearly 80%
of us will fall off the resolution
bandwagon by Super Bowl Sun-

die hard.

The Good News
The good news is you can address both problems, and make
the changes you desire by resolving this year to develop a single
skill—emotional intelligence (EQ).

day; and by this time next year, a

Piles of research, over the

mere 5% of us will have succeed-

last two decades, have

ed in reaching our goals.

Two reasons why we’re so
bad at reaching our goals:
First, we bite off more than we

shown emotional intelligence is likely the single
most powerful success

gence play such a large role in so
many important skills? Our brains
are wired such that emotions are
the root of all human behavior.
Whether we’re aware of it or not,
the motivation behind every action (no matter how small) is in-

herently emotional.
Here's How It Works

All of your primary senses enter at
the base of your brain (the light
blue shaded area below). Before
you can think rationally about

can chew. It may seem reasona-

factor yet discovered, af-

what you're experiencing, these

ble to pick up three or four new

fecting everything from

signals must travel through the

skills to add to your repertoire,

your performance at work

but that’s an expectation the
mind can’t execute. When we try
to develop too many new skills at
once, they become competing
priorities that leave us distracted,
discouraged, and overwhelmed.
Second, most self-improvement
efforts are doomed to fail, be-

to your mood and the
quality of your personal

limbic system—the place where
emotions are generated. This ensures you have an emotional reaction to events first.

life.
We’ve tested emotional intelligence alongside 33 other critical
skills and found it subsumes the
8

Personal competence comprises

tions to manage interactions suc-

Emotional intelligence ensures ef-

your self-awareness and self-

cessfully.

fective communication between

management skills, which focus

While working on your emotional

the rational and emotional cen-

more on you individually than on

intelligence will improve a lot of

ters of your brain. As you improve your interactions with other peo-

different skills, there are five in

ple. Personal competence is your particular that people tend to set
improve your ability to understand ability to stay aware of your emo- goals around when the year
tions and manage your behavior changes. I'll explain how you can
and control the primary motivayour emotional intelligence, you

tions for your behavior, which

and tendencies.

improve each of these skills sole-

reaps dividends in everything you Self-Awareness is your ability to

ly by focusing on your emotional

do every day. Emotional intelli-

intelligence.

accurately perceive your emo-

gence is powerful and efficient—it tions and stay aware of them as
allows you to focus your energy
on a single skill with tremendous
results.
What Does Emotional Intelligence
Look Like?

they happen.
Self-Management is your ability to

use awareness of your emotions
to stay flexible and positively di-

Emotional intelligence is the

rect your behavior.

“something” in each of us that is

Social competence is made up of

a bit intangible. It affects how we

your social awareness and rela-

manage behavior, navigate social tionship management skills; socomplexities, and make personal

cial competence is your ability to

decisions that achieve positive

understand other people’s

results. Emotional intelligence is

moods, behavior, and motives, in

made up of four core skills that

order to respond effectively and

pair up under two primary compe- improve the quality of your rela-

tencies: personal competence

tionships.

and social competence.

Social Awareness is your ability to

accurately pick up on emotions in
other people and understand
what is really going on.

Managing Your Time

In this age of abundance, time is
the one thing nobody has enough
of. Perhaps that’s why Google receives 111 million searches a
month for time management. Few
people recognize how time management depends upon the emotional intelligence skills of selfmanagement and relationship
management.
Creating a good schedule is a rational thing, but sticking to that
schedule is decidedly emotional.
Many of us start out every day
with the best intentions to manage our time wisely. But then we
receive a complicated email from
a co-worker, a consuming phone
call from a friend, or otherwise

Relationship Management is your

get sidetracked until our well-laid

ability to use awareness of your

plans go up in flames. We spend

emotions and the others’ emo-

the rest of the day trying to put
9

out somebody else’s fire or work-

completely under your control.

cisions. Neuroscience shows us

ing to resolve issues that weren’t

Those most averse to change,

that sometimes the most rational

there in the morning. Before you

who possess great self-

thing you can do is trust your

know it, the day is gone, and

awareness and self-management emotions when making a deci-

you’re completely off schedule.

skills, even set aside a small

sion. But in order to make this

When the distractions are your

amount of time each week to list

work, you have to be aware of the

own, sticking to a schedule re-

possible changes and what ac-

emotions you’re feeling, know

quires self-management. When

tions they can take in response.

why you’re having them, and see

the needs of others try to impede

upon your plans, it takes effective
relationship management to finesse the relationship while ensuring your priorities are still addressed.

Mastering Conflict

Emotional intelligence is com-

how they factor into the situation

at hand. Here, there is no substi-

monly mistaken as a synonym for tute for emotional intelligence.
“nice.” In fact, the most emotionGiving Outstanding Presentations
ally intelligent response is often

Few things strike primal fear in

one where you openly and directly people like standing under the
express yourself. To paraphrase

spotlight in a room full of people.

Show me somebody who claims

Aristotle, getting angry is easy.

Even the most eloquent among

to love change, and I’ll show you

Getting angry with the right per-

us can be reduced to spewing

a well-intentioned liar. Change is

son, at the right time, and to the

verbal garbage, once the sheer

uncomfortable for everyone at

right degree requires emotional

anxiety of public speaking takes

times, and, for many of us, it

intelligence. Emotional intelli-

hold. That’s why a knock-’em-

Embracing Change

makes our skin crawl. Those who gence doesn’t allow lashing out or dead presenter’s most inspiring
presentation is often the one they
apply well-honed self-awareness making yourself into someone
and self-management skills toler- else’s doormat. To be assertive,
ate change much more success- you have to know what you’re
fully than others. Self-awareness

deliver to their self. A bit of positive self-talk—reminding their self

feeling, read the other party accu- of all the times they have suc-

enables you to adjust comfortably rately, and express yourself in a
way that garners the best result.
to change, because it gives you

ceeded and how qualified they
are to speak on the topic—

the perspective needed to realize People with high EQs do this natu- enables the effective speaker to
use their performance anxiety to
when change is coming and how rally.
it's affecting you.
Self-management keeps you cool
in the moment—often with a reminder that even the most stable,
trusted facets of your life are not

Making Great Decisions

sharpen their focus and make

It has taken the world far too long their self more articulate. If you
to wake up to the fact that emo- think that’s silly, then you probations simply cannot—and should

bly haven’t tried it. Emotional in-

not—be ignored when making de- telligence doesn’t just make you
10

aware of your emotions; it equips free, if used for qualified medical

and Other Tax-Favored Health

you with strategies for keeping

expenses.

Plans.

them from holding you back.

Many financial planners recom-

About GEHA

mend HSAs, to clients who quali-

GEHA (Government Employees

Triple Tax Advantaged
Health Savings Account (HSA) – Part 3
of 4

fy, as a core component of an
overall financial plan. Reason be-

medical and dental plans to more

HSA funds can be used for any

than 1.8 million federal employ-

for non-medical reasons are

health savings account (HSA), you
must first participate in a qualifying high-deductible health plan
(HDHP) and meet certain HSA eligibility requirements. The Federal
Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) includes some
great HDHP plans, which include
a HSA option.
There are more than 21 million
HSA participants nationwide and
are able to access the unique triple tax advantages an HSA provides. First, similar to an individual retirement account (IRA), contributions to an HSA aren’t included in your taxable income. Second, investment earnings in the
HSA grow tax deferred. Third, and,
this is where an HSA has an advantage over a traditional IRA, is

for-profit association providing

ing, beginning at age 65, your

By Scott Horstman, GEHA Manager, reason you choose. Withdrawals
Product Development

In order to take advantage of a

Health Association, Inc.) is a not-

taxed similar to other investment

ees, retirees and eligible depend-

ents through the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program

accounts such as an IRA.

(FEHBP) and the Federal Employ-

However, there are limits on con-

ees Dental and Vision Insurance

tributions. For 2018, (IRS Reve-

Program (FEDVIP). GEHA offers

nue Procedures 2017-37 and

three medical plans, including a

2018-27) the contribution limit

High Deductible Health Plan and

(plan sponsor plus participant) is

$3,450 (single) and $6,900

two dental plans. As one of the

largest national medical and den-

(family). Participants, age 55 and

tal plan carriers exclusively for

over, can make “catch up” contri-

federal employees, GEHA pro-

butions and add an additional

vides its members access to an

$1,000 above the limits.

impressive network of doctors,

Information shared in this article

dentists, hospitals and other pro-

should not be taken as legal or

viders. For more information, visit

tax advice, as HDHPs may not be

geha.com.

the best choice for everyone. To
help you determine if an HDHP is
right for you, consult with a trusted tax or legal advisor and review
IRS Publication 502 Medical and
Dental Expenses and IRS Publication 969 Health Savings Accounts

that money can be withdrawn tax
11
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Being Mindful of Your Surroundings in a New Area
Moving to a new area can bring about mixed emo-

do leave your drink unattended, then order a fresh

tions. Below are tips to help guide you in new sur-

drink. Not everyone you meet has the right inten-

roundings.

tions.

Be aware of your surroundings. First, make sure
you notice your surroundings. When you are familiar
with your surroundings, you can take better notice
of the things that are out of the ordinary. If you notice something out of the ordinary, then you don’t

want to be predictable. Tell someone, and take a
different route to work, leave a little earlier, or leave
a little later.
Don’t make yourself vulnerable. Trust your gut. Everyone knows the saying, “Go with your gut feeling,”
and your gut feeling is not just a guess. Your gut
feeling is your body responding, based upon
knowledge or experience before your mind is able

to fully process the material it is receiving. If you are
out shopping alone and you notice someone who
keeps frequently appearing to be overly observant
of your actions or acting out of normal, trust your
gut. If you feel vulnerable, don’t be afraid to ask for

Be aware of who you are in the electronic world.
Remember, a lot of information is out in the public
about you. If you are a part of any social media,
make your settings the most secure they can be. Be
careful what you put out online and how much information you put out there about your family. You
don’t want anyone to be able to track your every
move.
Be prepared. You need to be prepared mentally.
Believe and know that you can protect yourself and
your family if you need to. If you’re mentally prepared, you can have an upper hand if something
happens. If you are confronted with a tragic event
and you catch your aggressor with surprise, take
advantage of that. However, if you are taken by surprise, your ability to respond appropriately and adequately is limited. Always be prepared, and know
how to respond if you are confronted.

assistance.

Accessible 24/7, your FAA WorkLife Solutions Pro-

When exploring the town. Go out with trusted

gram offers many resources and services to help

friends, and don’t leave with strangers. Never leave you and your family. Options available through the
your drinks unattended at a restaurant or bar. If you program include concierge services to help with
13

everyday events needing your time and attention,

child and elder care options, legal and financial services, in-person counseling, and much more. Call
your program at 1-800-234-1327, TTY Users: 1-800456-4006, or log on to www.MagellanHealth.com/
Member to begin accessing these services today.

Live from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
By Patty Swenor, PWC WATCH Editor
Living in Riyadh definitely has it’s perks. It’s a great
jumping off place to other destinations. Christmas in
Berlin, for example.
I’ve never been to Berlin, so why not? Christmas is
everywhere!! There’s not just one Christmas market;
there are many of them. Berlin is an easy city to get
around in as well. The metro and bus lines provide
easy access to historical sights and the airport.
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Live from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Cont.

Plus, there are many opportunities in Riyadh to attend
embassy events. This quarter, we attended a New
Year’s Eve masquerade ball, the Scottish Caledonia Society Burns Night social, and another Masquerade Night
at the British Embassy. I received a certificate for my
performance of Red, Red Rose at the Burns Night event.
As part of Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 to “improve the lifestyle of individual and family and to build a society in which individuals enjoy a balanced lifestyle, by setting up the environment necessary to support
and provide new options that enhance the participation of citizens and residents in cultural, entertainment and sport activities,” we were excited to get tickets to see Cirque Du Soleil Toruk.
The Janadriyah Cultural Festival did not disappoint again this year
either, as they honored Malaysia.
So, when others ask how I like living in Saudi Arabia, what’s not to

like!!
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The Sky Is the Limit – Or Is It?

Dr. Janet Lapp, Ph.D.
Our visiting change leadership expert is Dr. Janet Lapp whose Ph.D. is from McGill University Montreal. Dr. Lapp led a successful career as a university professor until beginning work in Change Leadership over 25 years ago. Her books and programs have created clear, actionable paths for organizations around the world, from the Instituto de Ejecutivos de Finanzas to Ritz-Carlton Hotels to IBM
Sales to the government of St. Petersburg, Russia. She inspires leaders through disruptive change to
be courageous enough to take innovative risks, focus on possibilities not just problems, and be flexible enough to drop what is no longer needed.
A current flight instructor, Janet is based at Mc Clellan-Palomar Airport (KCRQ) and has flown her airplane throughout South America and Africa, and flies monthly to central México with the Flying Doctors of Mercy (ligainternational.org) where she founded Liga Mujeres - a water filter installation, health
education, and micro-finance program for the rural indigenous.

Day 2
What is Sexual Assault?

FAA Civil Rights (ACR), FAA Security and Hazardous Materials Safety, (ASH),
FAA Chief Council (AGC), FAA Human Resources, Women in Aviation (WAI), EAP.
Domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking have the potential to affect every Federal workplace
across the United States. It is the policy of the Federal Government to promote the health and safety
of its employees by acting to prevent domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking within the workplace and by providing support and assistance to Federal employees whose working lives are affected
by such violence.
17

Sexual assault refers to a range of behaviors, including but not limited to, a completed nonconsensual sex act (e.g., rape, sodomy, child molestation), an attempted nonconsensual sex act, and/or abusive sexual contact. Sexual assault includes any sexual act or behavior that is perpetrated when
someone does not or cannot consent. A victim of sexual assault may know the perpetrator, such as a
co- worker or a supervisor, and/or may be involved in a dating or marital relationship with the perpetrator, or the perpetrator may be unknown to the victim. Lack of consent should be inferred when a
perpetrator uses force, harassment, threat of force, threat of adverse personnel or disciplinary action,

or other coercion, or when the victim is asleep, incapacitated, unconscious, or physically or legally incapable of consent.
Flight to Success: Overcoming Fear to Reach Your Goals
An aviator's journey continues ... Changing the world one word at a time

Karlene Petitt, an international airline pilot, typed on B747-400, B747, B767/757, B737, B727, A330,
Wife, mother, grandmother, two Masters degrees, Doctoral candidate Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and author of:
Aviation thrillers: Flight For Control, Flight For Safety , Flight for
Survival. and Flight For Sanity
Motivation: Flight To Success Be the Captain of Your Life.
Children's: I am Awesome: ABCs of Being me.
Achieve one’s goals in life by learning how to identify and break through the barriers of fear.
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RESPECT Campaign

Trish Gilbert, National Air Traffic Controllers Association VP, Garth Koleszar, and Irene Willard
The Professional Standards Program started in 2010 to promote and maintain the highest degree of professional conduct through peer-to-peer resolution. Over the past several years, many other programs
have been created with the intent to have a positive impact on that human element.
And the latest is the RESPECT campaign. The goal of the RESPECT campaign is to establish and support

a workplace that creates an environment of mutual dignity, support and respect between individuals that
work to protect the NAS. The campaign will strive to foster continued professionalism in each of our workplace relations through education and interaction.

RESPECT Stands for: Responsibility, Example, Safety, Professionalism, Empathy, Communication, Teamwork.
We can build a supportive workplace culture through awareness, education and meaningful conversations. We make critical choices every day and this is no different. When we choose to respect each other,
together we create and maintain a culture of collaboration, safety and professionalism.
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Noise and Its Ramifications in the NAS
Rebecca MacPherson, Rebecca Cointin, Tamara Swann; Moderator Doris Arno

Technological change in air traffic usually develops at a slow pace due to the high safety requirements
and the enormous coordination effort needed to harmonize standards/systems. Its evolution is predominantly shaped by regulation and the monopolistic infrastructure operators. New potentially disruptive
technologies are emerging in air traffic as the speed of innovation continues to increase exponentially.

Noise and the environment can be greatly impacted and have ramifications in the National Airspace System (NAS). What is the FAA doing to mitigate these impacts and ramifications?

Improving the OJT Experience

Steve and Sue Meeks
Everyone wins if government works better. As a team, Infina provides innovative solutions and services to
complex problems and processes, applying our creative skill set and expertise to empower government.
Infina’s proficient staff is at the front line of digital media, financial services, business management, and

solution development. Infina provides communication services that empower better and more efficient
government by offering innovative solutions to complex processes and training through creative communication and avant-garde digital media. Infina is a woman-owned company recognized by the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA).

Day 3

Program available at https://www.wai.org/sites/default/files/assets/19conference/
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